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� Introduction

In a recent article� Simon ��

� advocates teaching one of two methods for constructing
con�dence intervals for a binomial proportion p� His recommendation is based on the com�
parison of the closeness of the achieved coverage of these intervals to their nominal value�

Letting S�E���p �
q
�p� ��� �p�n denote the standard error of �p� Simon compares the 
	�

z�interval� �p���
��S�E��p� with a t�based interval� �p� t�S�E���p� where t is the two�sided
upper����	 critical point of the t�distribution with n � � degrees of freedom� and with the
continuity�corrected normal interval

�p� ��
�� fS�E���p � ���ng � ����

Based on a set of comparisons of achieved coverage for sample sizes 	 to ��� Simon concludes
�the t�based interval achieves better coverage than the z�based interval�� and furthermore
continuity�corrected intervals are an attractive alternative to t�intervals�
This paper addresses this same important question of which binomial con�dence interval

method should be the standard method taught in elementary courses� We argue that a
third� easily motivated� variant of the z�interval should be the standard asymptotic method
presented in elementary books� We also recommend that an alternative method be simulta�
neously presented for use in small sample applications� this method produces intervals that
achieve at least the nominal coverage no matter what the sample size and true p�

� The Methods

The t and continuity�corrected intervals will be referred to as t�intervals and c�intervals�
respectively� throughout this article� They are calculated as described in Section �� We shall

�



show that both of these methods are inferior to an easily explained� asymptotic method and
a second small�sample method that attains at least its nominal coverage for all sample sizes
and all true p�
Since students know from their study of the Central Limit Theorem that

p
n��p� pq
p��� p

is approximately normal distributed�

Pp

n
n��p� p� � p��� pz�

o
� �� � ����

where z is the two�sided upper�� critical point of the standard normal distribution� The n
for which ���� is accurate depends on p� The zeroes of the �concave quadratic equation in
p de�ned by the event in ���� are the endpoints of the interval� We denote the system of
intervals implicitly de�ned by ���� as q�intervals ��quadratic��
Note that the only di�erence between q�intervals and z�intervals is that the population

standard error of �p is used to de�ne the former while this standard error is estimated in
the latter� It is exactly the �lumpiness� of the estimated standard error that causes the z�
intervals to have inferior coverage relative to those de�ned by ����� Ghosh ��
�
 presented
a detailed study comparing the small sample properties of z� and q�intervals �see Santner
and Du�y� Section ����B�
A set of �small�sample intervals that attain at least their nominal con�dence level can

be motivated for elementary students by considering the family of point null hypotheses

H�� p � p� versus HA� p �� p�

corresponding to each p� with � � p� � �� Equipped with a family of size � rejection regions�
the con�dence interval corresponding to data Y � j is constructed� in principle� as follows�
All those p� for which the null hypotheses H�� p � p� is �accepted� �not rejected for Y � j
are placed in the con�dence set� If the family of rejection regions has certain monotonicity
properties in p�� the con�dence set will be a con�dence interval�
Blyth and Still ��
�� showed how to use an idea of Sterne ��
	� to �nd a set of

short intervals that achieve at least the nominal level for all sample sizes and all p by
constructing acceptance regions to contain as few points as possible and have the required
monotonicity properties relative to one another� Intuitively� the resulting intervals should
be short� These requirements� by themselves� do not necessarily lead to intervals when
the acceptance regions are inverted� By adding additional invariance and monotonicity
requirements for the intervals� they were able� using a combination of computer work and
manual intervention� to produced a table of intervals for sample sizes from � to �� that
satisi�es their desired properties�
For arbitrary families of multi�stage hypothesis tests� Du�y and Santner ��
�� give an

algorithm for computing binomial intervals that have most of the properties that Blyth and
Still describe� A FORTRAN program is available that implements their method� Applied to
single�stage data� the program produces intervals that attain at least their nominal con�dence
level for the binomial problem� Throughout we will use the notation D�S�intervals to denote
this system of intervals�
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Table �� Number of times each system of intervals is the unique method with coverage closest
to ��
	 nominal level and number of times it is tied with one or more other methods for being
closest to nominal level

Number of Times Number of Times
Method Unique Winner Shared Winner
t�interval � 		�
c�interval � �	�
q�interval � ����
D�S�interval � ���

� Comparisons

Initially we consider the same criteria of closeness of achieved con�dence level to nominal
con�dence level that was used by Simon ��

�� We construct the same set of comparisons
of achieved coverage as he does for the nominal 
	� t�� c�� q�� and D�S�intervals� In these
comparisons the achieved coverage�

Pp f�plower � p � �pupperg �
nX
i��

�
n

i

�
ps��� pn�i � I ��p�ilower � p � �p�iupper� �

was computed for each method and for all n � 	���� and all p � ���	������	�� Here I��� is
the indicator function which takes values � or � as the event in the brackets is true or not�
The �� di�erent n and the �� di�erent p values yield ���	� �n� p combinations for which the
achieved coverage is calculated for each method�
Tables � and � are calculated from the set of absolute values of the di�erence between the

nominal level and the achieved level corresponding to each of the ���	� �n� p combinations�
Table � summarizes the simultaneous comparisons among the four systems of intervals�
Because of the highly competitive nature of these systems of intervals� in no �n� p case did
any one system have strictly lower absolute di�erence than all the other three systems� there
were many ties�
In paired comparisons of the absolute di�erence of achieved and nominal values� the q�

and D�S�intervals are strictly closer to the target far more often than the t or c intervals�
Compared with each other� q�intervals have stricly smaller absolute di�erence from the ��
	
target level than do D�S�intervals for 	�� �n� p combinations� the reverse is true ��� times�
and they are tied for 
	� �� ��	�� 	��� ��� �n� p combinations�
The comparisons in Tables � and � ignore the actual amounts by which the achieved

values are above or below the target value�if the closest achieved level among the four
methods is only ��	� for example� then the performance may still be unacceptable� Because
the e�ect of sample size is important in determining this e�ect� we investigate this issue
separately for three di�erent groups of sample sizes� Figure � displays� using common y�axis
scaling� boxplots of the set of achieved coverages for the four methods grouped by sample
size� �A n � 	 to �	� �B n � �� to ��� and �C n � �� to ��� In the discussion below� we
refer to these as �small�� �medium�� and �moderate� sample size groups� respectively�
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Table �� Number of times that each pair of methods is strictly closer to nominal level

Loser
t�interval c�interval q�interval D�S�interval

Winner t�interval  ��� ��� ���
Winner c�interval ���  �
� �
�
Winner q�interval ���	 
��  	��
Winner D�S�interval 
�� �	� ���  

�Figure � about here�

For all sample sizes t�intervals can have great de�ciency in the achieved level� The c�
intervals can also have substantial de�ciency in the achieved level for small or medium sample
sizes but tend to be median unbiased for the nominal level when the sample size is medium or
moderate� The asymptotic q�intervals never have achieved probability below �
� for sample
sizes greater that �	 and are nearly median unbiased for the nominal level for sample sizes
greater than ��� As advertised� the Du�y�Santner intervals meet or exceed the nominal
con�dence level for all sample sizes and probability levels �due to rounding� � of the cases
had achieved level of ��
�
 and the median of the achieved levels for the three sample size
groups is ��
�� for n � 	 to �	� ��
�� for n � �� to ��� and ��
�� for n � �� to ��� The
unbiased nature of the distribution of achieved levels of the q�intervals is the primary reason
that the absolute value of the di�erence between the achieved and nominal coverages favors
the q�intervals�

� Conclusion

The conclusions are these�

� The q�interval is simple to justify� easy to program and has superior coverage to both
the t�interval and the continuity corrected interval� When n 	 �	� the distribution of
achieved con�dence level of the q�interval for the �n� p cases studied here is approxi�
mately median unbiased for the nominal level�

� In cases where the sample size is small or one must be certain that the nominal coverage
is attained� use D�S intervals�
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Figure �� Distributions of achieved coverages for 
	� nominal t� c� q� and D�S binomial
limits that are grouped into small� medium� and moderate sample size classes� Panel �A is
for n 
 f	� � � � � �	g �	�� points in each boxplot� Panel �B n 
 f��� � � � � ��g ��
� points in
each boxplot� and Panel �C n 
 f��� � � � � ��g ���� points in each boxplot� The horizontal
line is at the ��
	 nominal level�
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